
There’s a lot of buzz around the concept art industry. It’s one of the most creative

careers for artists who want to design concepts for video games, movies, and digital

entertainment.

What Does a Concept Artist Do?

Concept artists, also called “conceptual artists," create visual images of ideas for use

in areas such as animation, comic book illustration, gaming, advertising, print, and

many others. Concept artists work with other art departments to ensure that the right

visual style is reflected in each part of the project.

Concept artists have a unique skill set. They have mastered the art of using paint,

pencils, software programs, or whatever it takes to draw weapons, vehicles,

environments, graphics, or the characters needed for any given project.

Where Do Concept Artists Work?

Concept artists work in animation studios, film and video production companies,

gaming companies, advertising agencies, graphic design firms, print publications, web

design firms, interior design or decorating firms, and even architecture firms.

Today you will become a concept 
artist by creating your own

https://conceptartempire.com/what-is-concept-artist/


Once you have finished

your drawing and added

colour, tones and textures

to it, as well as a character

name, take a clear, well-lit

photo of it and e-mail it to

pma@chiswickschool.org



Game Freak is the company that

developed Pokemon and has been

designing fantastical new creatures

since 1996. Today, there are over

800 different Pokemon characters! ?
Can you design the next Pikachu?

Can you use your imagination to 

create an iconic character design?



Breaking Down A Cute Design

1. Huge head, as big as the rest of the 

body, with large features

2.  Unique features, such as a tail, ears 

and bright colour that make it more 

memorable and original

Although this design is cute, 

it’s too generic and common. 

This is not a memorable 

character design. 



Pokemon recipes 

Although Pokemon have a very 

unique look, they are usually 

designed after recognisable 

creatures. This pokemon for example 

looks like a small mammal, like a cat, 

but it also have details that look like 

leaves.

By combining these recognisable 

things, the design becomes both 

unique, but also memorable; it’s a 

plant-cat!

Let’s look at some other examples in 

the following slides.
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See how many 

different designs 

are inspired by the 

same animal
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Pokemon Types Pokemon have different types. These types describe what power 

these pokemon have. The design of each character is based on their 

type. A good character design makes it easy to identify what type the 

character is.



1st Step
Choose what “Type” of pokemon you will be creating.

For example, Pikachu is an “Electric Type” pokemon.

His yellow colour and lightning bolt shaped tail reflect his type.

2nd Step
Choose what kind of Pokemon character you want to

create. This will help you choose the body type of your

character. For example, Eevee (on the left) is a cute

pokemon, so she has a big head with large eyes and

fluffy fur.

Feraligatr (on the right) is a scary pokemon, so he has

a huge mouth with sharp teeth, spines on his back

and scales on his body.

Task:

Now that you have seen how a character

design is developed, it’s your turn to

create your own Original character

design!

3rd Step
Now start drawing your own original character. Do not make a copy of an existing character. However, you can

draw inspiration by one of the existing characters, but make sure you make enough changes to the design so

that it becomes a unique design. It is natural if you need to have a few attempts at making your character

interesting, so feel free to practise drawing a couple of versions until you create a design that you are happy with.



Example:

You can start by drawing a simple shape, 

like a circle, and then just add other 

features to it.

Dreaball

Name your character!

Give your character a name by mixing two 

word together that describe them.

Example: Dreaball = Dread + Ball



Example:

You should use the inspiration sheets at 

the end of this presentation to create 

creatures based on real animals

Meowing

Name your character!

Give your character a name by mixing two 

word together that describe them.

Example: Meowing = meow + wing

Don’t forget to colour in your design!

All tones and textures as you add colour

to your work.



Example:

You can start by creating a simple shape for the main body of your character and then take inspiration 

from the resource sheets in this presentation to add features to your design. You can draw the 

features oversized to make your character look more cartoony and cute. To create a facial expression, 

you should also look at existing Pokemon designs.

Gerball

Name your character!

Give your character a name by mixing 

two word together that describe them.

Example: Gerball = gerbil + ball



Examples of existing

Pokemon Characters

For inspiration



Cute Characters



Elegant Characters



Cool Characters



Evil Characters



Weird Characters



Dragon Characters



Flying Characters



Resources with cartoon animals and other 

elements you can use in your design












































